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Abstract 

An analysis of nonverbal behaviors from a cross-cultural perspective contributes to a 
comprehensive understanding of traditional Chinese liquor culture. The non-verbal 
behaviors in Chinese liquor culture can be subdivided into body language, paralanguage, 
object language and environment language. Geert Hofstede’s Culture Dimensions theory 
provides us with a powerful tool in cross-cultural understanding. This paper studies 
nonverbal behaviors in liquor-drinking from the perspective of High Power Distance, 
Collectivism, Masculinity and High Uncertainty Avoidance. 
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1. Introduction 

Non-verbal behavior is a general term for all communicative behaviors that do not include 
verbal languages. [1] Non-verbal behaviors are attributes or actions which are not expressed in 
words and are well recognized in society. These attributes or actions can be created 
subjectively or by circumstances, and the receiver can accept them or respond to them. 
Nonverbal communication is an integral part of the international communication of Chinese 
liquor culture. As an old saying goes, silence speaks louder than words. An analysis of nonverbal 
communication from a cross-cultural perspective can also contribute to a comprehensive 
understanding of traditional Chinese liquor culture. Understanding the non-verbal behaviors 
and reading the signs across table while drinking with others would produce unexpected 
results.  

2. Geert Hofstede’s Culture Dimensions 

Geert Hofstede published four dimensions on his book Culture’s Consequences in 1980. The 
four dimensions are individualism vs collectivism, uncertainty avoidance, power distance, 
masculinity and femininity. In the late 1980s, Hofstede and Bond added the fifth dimension into 
the theory, which are called long-term orientation and short-term orientation. [2] The first one 
is Power Distance. It refers to the social distance among people with or without power and how 
do they respond to their power. The second one is Uncertainty Avoidance. This refers to how 
people of this country react to the unknown future, to things that are unspecified and to the fact 
that they cannot always control the future.The third one is Individualism. This one relates to 
how much individualistic or collectivist the members of a society are, if they think about 
themselves and their family only, or if they think about the whole group.The fourth one is 
Masculinity. This refers to the characteristics a society have: Masculine, which mean that the 
society is driven by achievement, success and competition; or Feminine is when work and 
personal life are kept in a balance. 
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3. Analysis of Nonverbal Behaviors of Chinese Liquor Culture 

The non-verbal behaviors in Chinese liquor culture can be subdivided into body language, 
paralanguage, object language and environment language.  

Body language, also known as Kinesiology or posture language, is a kind of non-verbal 
communication, which involves the movements of various parts of the body, including gestures, 
postures, facial expressions, head movements, eye language and contact languages, etc. , the 
most important of which are gestures and postures. Body language in drinking mainly includes 
gestures, eyes, body postures, facial expressions, communication distance, toasting order and 
so on. 

Paralanguage, includes the speed of sound, volume and pitch in communication, silence, sound 
modification, and various non-semantic sounds. People communicate what they want to say by 
modifying sounds, such as adding emphasis, lengthening the sound, raising the pitch, etc. 
Paralanguage in Chinese liquor culture refers to additional phenomena beyond linguistic 
features, such as the quality, volume, pitch, speed, intonation, pause and hesitation of sounds, 
as well as non-verbal sounds made in drinking conversation. If the truth comes out after 
drinking, slurred speech is often witnessed. 

Object language refers to the objects which the language exporter displays intentionally or 
unintentionally in the communication process. These objects, such as cosmetics, clothing, 
perfume, sound, lighting, interior design and decoration, etc, also have the function of sending 
extra information. In the Chinese traditional liquor culture, the drinking contains its history and 
civilization. The drinking costumes will be changed according to different drinking buddies, 
occasions, time and regions. 

Environment language refers to the language environment created by the speakers in the 
process of drinking communication, rather than referring to the natural environment, such as 
close proximity, territorial concept, spatial orientation, seating arrangements, etc. For example, 
when communicating with friends, we draw closer to each other to convey intimate emotions; 
when negotiating business, we can show our good faith to the business partners by the 
arrangement of seats.  

3.1. High Power Distance 

There is certain etiquette in pouring liquor at a liquor drinking party in China. When it comes 
to pouring liquor, hosts should do it for guests first, first the chief guest and then the other 
guests, usually in a clockwise direction. Correct orders should be followed: women first, men 
second, and finally pour yourself a drink. Younger generation should not let the elder pour 
liquor for them.  

According to Hofstete, Power distance is defined as “the extent to which the less powerful 
members of institutions and organizations within a country expect and accept that power is 
distributed unequally”.[2] China is a high power distance country. Power and authority play a 
vital role in this kind of culture. One’s power decides one’s position in society. This kind of 
culture lays emphasis on age,  prestige and wealth instead of personal deeds. Therefore, when 
it comes to pouring wine, certain power order should be followed so as to show respect. 

3.2. Collectivism 

Individualism advocates individual rights and freedoms, while the collectivism emphasizes the 
close ties between organizations and individuals. China's liquor-drinking culture belongs to 
collectivism. What the Chinese value most in drinking is people. To whom you are drinking with 
and in what kind of atmosphere your are drinking are of paramount importance. For example, 
when a Chinese makes a toast, he or she often tries his/her best to persuade guests to drink 
more, as a gesture of hospitality. The more the guest drinks, the happier the host is. That’s 
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because this demonstrates that guests think highly of the hosts. If the guests refuse to drink, the 
host will feel disgraced and disappointed. As a result, liquor drinking in China is not all about 
enjoying yourself, but entertaining guests and flattering hosts. 

Most Western culture emphasize individualism, they hold that individual interests are more 
important than the collective one. As a result, they care more about themselves, so the western 
liquor culture puts more emphasis on individualism. Western countries emphasize democracy 
and personal freedom, and seldom persuade or force others into drinking. Very often, they are 
free to drink drink as much as they want on the dinning table. Consequently, Many bars in 
western countries pay attention to the etiquette and customs of bartending instead of Drink-
urging. 

3.3. Masculinity 

China has a masculinity culture. In a masculinity culture, males are supposed to be dominant, 
assertive and tough. So when it comes to liquor drinking, bottoms up will be a common way to 
show your masculinity. Generally, you have to show your guests there is nothing left in your 
glass, which is also called Chinese booze. In masculinity culture, demonstrating your success, 
and being strong and fast, are seen as positive characteristics. In liquor drinking, Chinese men 
have a dominant role on the table, or you may sometimes call it “a man’s game”. 

In most western countries, femininity is highly valued. According to Hofstede, in feminine 
cultures, “gender roles overlap: both men and women are supposed to be modest, tender, and 
concerned with the quality of life.”[2] In feminine societies, modesty and tenderness are 
perceived as a virtue. The process of drinking liquor is gentle and soft. They are not in a rush to 
do so. Many westerners regard liquor as a work of art which should be preciously and carefully 
tasted and appreciated. They draw attention to the liquor-drinking process itself. Before 
drinking, they have to watch its color, smell its aroma, taste its taste, that is to say, to mobilize 
all kinds of senses to enjoy the process of drinking. Moreover, drinking order is viewed as 
something that is more important than drinking itself. Westerners will usually take light wine 
before full bodied ones. The choice of liquor vessels is also more important than drinking itself. 
For instance, they tend to choose tulip type goblets with aroma gathering cup mouth, and they 
have thermometers specially designed for taking liquor’s temperature. Therefore, drinking 
liquor in the west sometimes is more like a feminine process of drinking appreciation.  

3.4. High Uncertainty Avoidance 

Uncertainty avoidance is a cultural index developed by Dutch sociologist Geert Hofstede. It 
measures a nation’s preference for strict laws and regulations over ambiguity and risk. People 
in uncertainty avoiding countries are more emotional and motivated by inner nerves. On the 
other hand, people in low uncertainty avoidance countries do not expect their environment to 
express their emotions. 

China is a country of high uncertainty avoidance. If you consider alcohol consumption, you can 
see that it is in some form a way of expressing one’s emotions. The point here is that showing 
of emotions does not mean that people will scream, shout or cry all the time. This can also be 
reflected in Chinese liquor culture. From ancient China, drinking requires rituals and etiquette. 
According to Confucius, when discussing drinking, people had to talk about courtesy. [3] 
Confucius emphasized that all kinds of drinking rituals should conform to customs, for example, 
the arrangement of wine utensils, seat-taking , ancestor worshiping in the banquet. Drinking is 
not all about eating but about learning. Chinese generally value drinking customs and manners 
so as to avoid unnecessary social uncertainty. 
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4. Conclusion 

The traditional Chinese liquor culture is rich, extensive and profound. Nonverbal Behaviors are 
inseparable ingredients of liquor culture. To understand Chinese culture comprehensively and 
thoroughly, you have to understand its silent drinking custom and manners, because 
sometimes in a Chinese drinking banquet, communication is beyond words. 
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